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THE
FOUNDATION’S
THEORY OF CHANGE

Individual participates in and
contributes to the community,
and communities are strengthened

OUR
MISSION

2

Our Foundation exists to serve
disadvantaged people
by assisting them to obtain education
and employment.
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A MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT

R. Malcolm Macleod

This year we celebrate the legacy of the Johnson family
and especially the contribution of Ted Johnson, Jr., who
served as Foundation President from 1993 to 2001.
The Johnson Scholarship Foundation was created in
1991 and endowed by Theodore and Vivian Johnson.
The money was earned by Mr. Johnson from a career
as a senior executive at UPS from the early 1920s
until 1950. Mr. Johnson did not earn a big salary (at
least by today’s standards) but he bought stock in the
company at every opportunity. He kept the stock after
he retired and, as UPS grew larger and more profitable,
its value increased exponentially.

Looking back to 1991, the decision by a retired couple
in Florida to dedicate part of their family foundation
to American Indians may seem unusual. However, it
was eminently logical. The Indigenous Peoples of the
United States and Canada endure a lower standard of
living and fewer opportunities than the rest of society.
This is a longstanding, systemic problem.

Mr. and Mrs. Johnson felt that they had been lucky
with money and resolved to use this money to help
others. They chose education because they believed
that it was the best means to a better job and a
more independent life. They wanted to help people
with disabilities, people with financial need and
American Indians. This year’s Report will focus on the
Foundation’s mission to Indigenous Peoples because
the Foundation’s strategy and programing in this area
are based upon the vision and work of Ted Johnson, Jr.
Theodore Roosevelt Johnson, Sr. and
Theodore Roosevelt Johnson, Jr.
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In 1993 Ted Johnson, Jr. began a series of visits to
meet leaders and educators on Indian Reservations
and ask, “What are the issues? How can we help?”
They answered that unemployment, stemming from
lack of opportunity, was a central problem on most
reservations. Education, particularly in business and
entrepreneurship, would help to address this problem.
Thus began the Foundation’s grant making strategy
in service of Indigenous Peoples. Many reservations
had tribal colleges that were teaching or willing to
teach business and entrepreneurship. The Foundation
would assist those colleges and their students, and
the trickle-down effect would stimulate economic
development and employment opportunities on
Indian Reservations.

So far, Foundation grants in service of Indigenous
People exceed $23 million, and there have been
thousands of scholarships. The people behind these
numbers are unsung heroes who work tirelessly
with faith and passion. They include tribal college
presidents and faculty members, non-profit leaders
and workers, educators, students and business and
other leaders on and off Reservations. We are proud
to have them as partners.

In 1995 the Foundation launched the Entrepreneurship
Scholarship Program, which is featured in this
Report. It has made grants to over 30 tribal colleges
and to several universities that offer business and
entrepreneurship education to Indigenous Peoples.
The Foundation has helped many of these institutions
to create permanent endowments to support this
work and this has allowed the Foundation to move on
to serve other tribal colleges and universities.
In the late 1990s the Foundation conceived the idea
of a master’s degree in Business Administration with
a specialty in American Indian Entrepreneurship and
selected Gonzaga University to develop and offer
it. This program has produced 68 graduates to date,
and the Foundation and Gonzaga University are in
the process of building an endowment to sustain it in
perpetuity.
The Foundation’s core values and mission contemplate
that scholarships will be complemented by niche
strategies, and it has invested in several organizations
which promote entrepreneurship and business.

Theodore Roosevelt Johnson, Jr. and
R. Malcolm Macleod

The Johnson Scholarship Foundation was created to
be perpetual, which seems a good fit with its grant
making in service of Indigenous Peoples. It will strive
to build upon what it has learned and to improve.
In the words of Joseph Marshall III, an historian and
writer and member of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, the
Foundation will “keep going.”
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GRANTS STRATEGY AND TOTALS
SINCE INCEPTION
What We Fund
We fund scholarship, educational and employment-related programs that serve people who demonstrate
financial need. All of the Foundation’s programs are meant to help people who, through no fault of their own,
do not enjoy the advantages of the affluent. Because the Foundation’s resources are limited, its programs need
a sharp focus in order to make a difference.
The Foundation’s programing is particularly focused on Indigenous Peoples, people with disabilities, and people
who are socially and economically disadvantaged. We favor situations where we can identify a desired result,
serve as a catalyst to help bring about that result and then move on to another opportunity. All of these
programs address financial need and are designed to help people to obtain meaningful employment.

Who We Fund
The Foundation makes grants only to institutions and organizations. It does not make grants to individuals.
Individuals seeking financial aid should apply to one of the Foundation’s partner institutions.

How and When to Apply for a Grant
The Foundation accepts and considers proposals from any qualified organization. If you think that your organization
qualifies, please visit the Foundation’s website at www.jsf.bz and familiarize yourself with the Foundation’s
mission, strategy and grant making history. Organizations contemplating proposing a grant should consider how
it would align with the Foundation’s mission and strategy, what impact it would have and how its impact would be
evaluated. If you think that your organization aligns with the Foundation’s mission, then submit an online Letter
of Inquiry (LOI), which will be reviewed and answered. There is no deadline. The Foundation’s Grant Program
Committee meets in March, September and December of each year. If the LOI is accepted, your organization will
be invited to submit a grant proposal. The proposal should contain a plan for the continuation of the activity after
the grant has concluded or an explanation of why the activity will no longer be necessary. Proposals should also
include detailed information about the prospective grantee, its history, mission, strategies, key people and financial
circumstances. Please note that throughout the grant application process, the Foundation will make itself available
for questions and open discussion.

Grants Totals Since Inception
SERVING
DISADVANTAGED

SERVING
DISABILITY

SERVING
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

$64 MILLION

$43 MILLION

$23 MILLION

Total
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TOTAL GRANTS FOR 2018 $6,362,970

51,875
50,000
17,500
15,000
15,000
15,000
13,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
5,000
5,000
2,500
2,500
2,000
2,000
1,300
500
500
250
200
200
100
100

Olmsted Center for Sight
60,000
Eye to Eye
50,000
Florida International University Foundation
28,950
University of Central Florida Foundation
18,100
Florida Polytechnic University Foundation
17,900
Florida A&M University Foundation
16,000
Florida Atlantic University Foundation
13,700
Florida State University Foundation
12,600
University of Florida Foundation
12,400
University of North Florida Foundation
12,250
University of South Florida Foundation
9,500
Florida Gulf Coast University Foundation
9,000
University of West Florida Foundation
2,863
New College of Florida Foundation
2,850
Florida Association on Higher Education & Disability
750
TOTAL DISABILITY $2,066,863
Heritage University
547,475
Gonzaga University
200,000
Northwest Indian College
80,000
Dalhousie Foundation
77,712
American Indian Business Leaders
75,100
Blackfeet Community College
50,000
Institute of American Indian Art
38,250
Aaniiih Nakoda College
38,000
Oklahoma State University Foundation
33,810
Northern Arizona University Foundation
29,875
Little Big Horn College
27,250
First Peoples Fund
12,300
National Indian Child Welfare Association
1,300
Harvard University
1,000
Native Public Media
1,000
CAPE Fund, Ltd.
-158,596

TOTAL DISADVANTAGED $3,230,587

TOTAL INDIGENOUS PEOPLES $1,054,476

Palm Beach Atlantic University
Scholarship America - children of UPS employees
Pathways to Education Canada
Take Stock in Children Palm Beach County
The School District of Palm Beach County
Providence St. Mel School
Dalhousie Foundation
Scholarship America - Johnson Scholars in
Palm Beach County schools
Nativity Prep School
Santa Fe College
Christie Foundation
Cumberland Health Care Foundation
Thunder Bay Community Foundation
Florida Baptist Children’s Home
Food & Friends
Mary’s Center
Mount St. Vincent University
Bloomsburg Theatre Ensemble
The Robert and Deborah Jacobson Trust
Leadville Trail 100 Legacy
The Kings Academy
Star Center Children’s Theatre
University of Colorado
Prosperity Now
Paden City Foundation
Achieve Palm Beach County
Education Foundation of Alachua County
East Stroudsburg University Foundation
Flagler College
East Stroudsburg Area School District
EmpowHER of the Palm Beaches

Florida School for the Deaf & the Blind
Gallaudet University
State University System of Florida
Marriott Foundation
Landmark College
Perkins School for the Blind

1,205,000
1,100,000
240,000
175,000
110,350
100,000
77,712

500,000
500,000
475,000
150,000
100,000
75,000

Florida Philanthropic Network
Grantmakers for Education
Philanthropic Foundations Canada
Exponent Philanthrophy

8,000
1,750
794
500

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS $11,044
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A MESSAGE FROM
THE TREASURER
Writers use paragraphs and chapters to organize
and communicate ideas and information. Financial
reports use changes of value over a prescribed
period of time to tell a story. Changing the time
frame can change the narrative. Tighter frames can
present skewed stories while broader frames often
offer trends, even hints of legacies. Both frames are
relevant for perspective and insight.
TIGHT FRAME: For the calendar year 2018, it was
the final quarter that would define the annual return.
Skittish markets sold off, and portfolios gave back
gains from previous quarters of the year. The JSF
portfolio was not immune, settling at year-end to
an annual return for 2018 of -5.1 percent. While a
robust first quarter of 2019 would reverse the slide,
that’s a story that will be told in future reporting.
WIDE FRAME: On July 15, 1991, Ted Johnson, Sr.
deposited an initial check for $1,000 to create what
would become the Theodore R. & Vivian M. Johnson
Scholarship Foundation. Substantial contributions
from the Johnsons would follow, but this modest
transaction opened the epic story of what we now
describe as the Johnson Legacy.
It’s a legacy that on February 22, 2019, would mark
an end and opening of yet another chapter. On that
day, Ted Johnson Jr., son of founder Ted Johnson,
passed away. Ted Jr.’s passing, though a tremendous
loss for family, friends and philanthropy, would be
the impetus for a meaningful transfer of funding
destined to benefit underserved students across
the United States and Canada. In accordance with
Theodore and Vivian Johnson’s philanthropic vision,
the Johnson Scholarship Foundation would be the
residual beneficiary of their Charitable Remainder
Unit Trust.
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Robert A. Krause

The Johnson legacy is epic. In its brief existence of 28
years, JSF has distributed over $132 million dollars
in scholarships and grants to benefit deserving
students, preparing them for employment through
the vehicle of education. The Johnson legacy is
currently positioned to grow. Despite distributions
of over $132 million, the JSF portfolio has grown
from an initial deposit of $1,000 to today’s value of
over $220 million.
While tight frames can offer insight into chapters,
epic legacies are best understood over time. JSF
and the Investment/Finance Committee continue
to work to position the JSF portfolio for funding the
perpetual mandate that is the Johnson Legacy.
On November 1, 2019, independent auditors
issued the 28th consecutive “Unqualified Opinion”
of the audited financial statements of the Johnson
Scholarship Foundation for the year ended December
31, 2018.

THE JOHNSON LEGACY CONTINUES

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 2018
200m

Total Assets Since Inception

150m

100m

50m

0
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

2018 Charitable Expenditures

Asset Allocation as of
December 31, 2018
Bonds & Cash

11%

24%

14%

US Equity
Alternative Marketable Equity
Global Ex US Equity

8%

16%
11%

Inflation Protection
Private Equity/Venture Capital

16%

Emerging Market Equity

Investment Returns (net of fees) as of December 31, 2018
ANNUALIZED TRAILING RETURN (%)

1 Year
JSF Total Assets
Policy Benchmark
MSCI ACWI
S&P 500 Index
Barclays Aggregate Bond Index
BofA 91-Day T Bills
CPI - All Urban Consumers

-5.32
-5.83
-9.41
-4.38
0.01
1.87
1.91

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

5.03
4.49
6.60
9.26
2.06
1.02
2.03

3.90
3.22
4.26
8.49
2.52
0.63
1.51

7.54
6.63
9.46
13.12
3.48
0.37
1.80

Since
Inception
9.27
7.09
8.02
8.24
5.11
2.25
2.12
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THE LEGACY OF
BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIPS
The
Johnson
Scholarship
Foundation’s
Entrepreneurship Scholarship program has
provided scholarship support to business
students at as many as 30 Tribal Colleges and
Universities across the United States. The
program, which launched in 1995, later included
participation from Native-serving institutions
like Heritage University, which joined in 2008.
“Heritage University has leveraged the joint
commitment to strengthen access, retention
and graduation for Native students pursuing
business degrees,” said Dr. Maxine Janis, Heritage
University Associate Professor and President’s
Liaison for Native American Affairs. “This is the
true essence of the Johnson legacy.”
Josephine Grace Honanie is one such student
forging a future from the business scholarship
legacy. A Native American business major, she
was the recipient of a Johnson scholarship while
attending Heritage University in Toppenish,
Washington. She also worked at nearby Legends
Casino Hotel. Combined with other scholarships
she received from the Yakama Nation and
her employer, she was able to complete her
undergraduate degree without additional debt.

Dr. Maxine Janis (far right) with JSF representatives
and Johnson Scholars at Heritage University.

“When you are a student, receiving a
scholarship shows you that other people
believe in you and your goals, and they are
willing to help you achieve them.”
Josephine Grace Honanie
Johnson Scholar
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During her time at Heritage, Honanie heard about
the MBA in American Indian Entrepreneurship
program (MBA-AIE), which was built with JSF
support at Gonzaga University in Spokane.
JSF worked with Gonzaga, known for its highly
ranked MBA program, to establish the MBAAIE program in response to a need for trained
business educators at the Tribal Colleges.
Since its inception in 2001, the MBA-AIE
program’s nearly 70 graduates have gone on to
prominent roles in education, business and tribal
governance.
Dr. Mirjeta Beqiri has taught in the program for
more than 15 years and recently took the helm
as its director. “Gonzaga’s MBA in American
Indian Entrepreneurship program prepares
future leaders to stimulate, manage and support
business development on American Indian
reservations,” Dr. Beqiri said. “Graduates of the
program are equipped with the knowledge and
the skills necessary to create transformative
change in their tribes and communities, as
leaders in both economic development and
higher education – a Johnson legacy.”

Dr. Mirjeta Beqiri

Honanie was accepted into the MBA-AIE
program in 2018. Her career goal is to move into
a manager and eventually director-level position
at her current workplace. However, she said that
being in the MBA-AIE program has helped her
recognize other ways that she could give back to
the Yakama Nation.
She is on track to graduate in May 2020. “To
know that JSF has helped me almost every
semester since 2014 is truly amazing,” she said,
“and I feel so grateful.”

Former Gonzaga University Assistant Director of Admissions/AIE
Program Manager Stacey Chatman receives a gift of a blanket
from members of MBA-AIE Cohort 11 in 2018.
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THE LEGACY OF
PERPETUAL SCHOLARSHIPS
For more than two decades, JSF has invested in
Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs) to improve
the lives of Native American populations by
promoting education as a vehicle for economic
development. Business and entrepreneurship
scholarships provide the resources for students
to pursue degrees, enabling them to pay forward
the investment in their communities through
their leadership and private enterprise. Students
across Indian Country have benefited from JSF
scholarships and have gone on to achieve success
in business as well as public life.

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Chairman Harold Frazier (third from right) is
a business graduate of Oglala Lakota College. He is pictured with his staff,
including fellow OLC graduate Jessica Four Bear (second from right), who
serves as his administrative officer.

“We thank the Johnson Scholarship
Foundation for believing in Oglala
Lakota College and being one of
the first and largest contributors
to the OLC Student Scholarship
Endowment.”
Tom Shortbull
Oglala Lakota College President
12

In addition to making grants to support
scholarships,
the
Johnson
Scholarship
Foundation helps institutions build endowments
so that assistance to students can continue
in perpetuity. The strategy to help build
endowments was a way JSF could help more
schools. By creating perpetual scholarships at
one institution, the Foundation could turn its
sights toward assisting other institutions with
business and entrepreneurship scholarships. The
Johnson Scholarship Foundation Endowments
are aligned with the vision of TCU presidents
to achieve a student scholarship endowment
to provide for the unmet financial need of any
student who wishes to attend college.

THE JOHNSON LEGACY CONTINUES

Oglala Lakota College in South Dakota and Salish
Kootenai College in Montana were the first
schools to accept JSF’s offer of matching grants
for the purpose of endowment building. Current
students and graduates of those programs are
already making a difference in their families and
tribes. Kevin Killer is an OLC graduate and 10year South Dakota state legislator representing
the Pine Ridge Reservation. He said he is grateful
for the education he received at OLC. “‘Pilamiya’
(thank you) for your belief in our future leaders
and your support of our educational journeys,”
he said.
Allison Pretty on Top,
a student at SKC,
said she was honored
to learn she had
received a scholarship
through the Johnson
Scholarship Foundation
Endowment. “As a
student, I highly value
any form of blessing,
aid and contribution
Allison Pretty on Top
that
supports
my
education, which has been of utmost importance
to me. To be rewarded in this way is very humbling.”
College of Menominee Nation in Wisconsin
was the third TCU to join the JSF endowment
program. Jasmine Neosh is a current student at
CMN and a Johnson Scholarship recipient.

Jasmine Neosh

“When I finish with
my schooling, I intend
to focus my career on
capacity-building for the
Menominee and other
vulnerable communities
like ours through wellinformed
policy
and
advocacy work,” she said.
“Without
contributions
like the one that JSF has
made, dreams like mine
might not be possible.”

Today the JSF endowment-building program has
grown to include two Native-serving institutions,
Northern Arizona University and Heritage
University. JSF continues to support business
and entrepreneurship scholarships at a number of
schools, always with an eye toward establishing
scholarship endowments for Native students.
Additionally, two business and entrepreneurship
endowments have been established at the
American Indian College Fund. The first
promotes access to baccalaureate-level business
training for Native students, while JSF and the
College Fund launched the Pipeline Scholarship
Endowment to provide scholarships to associatelevel business students. These and all the other
endowments will ensure that the legacy of
business and entrepreneurship scholarships
will continue to encourage and inspire future
generations of Native students.

JSF SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENTS
Oglala Lakota College

Heritage University

Salish Kootenai College

American Indian College Fund

College of Menominee Nation

American Indian College Fund –
Pipeline Endowment

Established: 2005
Endowment built: $2 million
Established: 2005
Endowment built: $1.5 million
Established: 2007
Endowment built: $600,000

Northern Arizona University

Established: 2017
Endowment built: $1 million
Established: 2011
Endowment built: $1.5 million

Established: 2012
Endowment built: $1.2 million

Established: 2012
Endowment built: $2.2 million
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THE LEGACY OF
STUDENT ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Sam McCracken (left), general manager for Nike N7, with AIBL cofounder
Dr. Larry Gianchetta at the 2019 AIBL Annual Conference.

The Johnson Scholarship Foundation has been a
longtime supporter of American Indian Business
Leaders, an organization that provides support
for Native American high school and college
students. AIBL, which recently changed the
wording on its logo to American Indigenous
Business Leaders, was born from the master’s
thesis of Native American graduate student
Michelle Henderson while at the University of
Montana at Missoula. She recognized that all the
successful businesses on the Indian reservation
were not Native owned.
She sought counsel from Dr. Larry Gianchetta,
then-dean of the School of Business. They wanted
more than a thesis. They sought a solution to
the roadblocks preventing Native Americans
from working in and leading businesses in Indian
Country.
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AIBL’s mission is to increase representation of
American Indians and Alaska Natives in business
and entrepreneurial ventures through education
and leadership. Today, 120 chapters exist at
universities, tribal colleges and high schools in
17 different states with over 250 tribal nations
represented.
AIBL provides business plan
competitions, internships, leadership programs
and opportunities for students to put their
business plans into operation.

THE JOHNSON LEGACY CONTINUES

“For AIBL and the Foundation, it’s an ideal
partnership. JSF provides students scholarships
to go to school, and AIBL provides support. Both
agencies have the same goal: Have students get
degrees, then come back home to contribute to
their local economies.”
Prairie Bighorn-Blount
AIBL Executive Director

A few years ago, AIBL members from Aaniiih
Nakoda College in rural northern Montana
witnessed a student face a choice between
getting her education or feeding her family.
Working fewer hours to take classes meant her
family often ran low on food. After just a few
weeks in school she considered dropping out.
Assuming their friend wasn’t the only student
having to make those choices, the AIBL chapter
created a free food bank open to anyone who
attended school there.
The students also
invested in an espresso machine and sold coffee
and doughnuts to buy additional food for the
food bank.
The members’ business plan to create a campus
food bank was the solution for their friend and
also the winning entry at the annual competition
in 2016. The chapter used its prize money for
winning the competition to buy more food.

In 2016, students from Aaniiih Nakoda College won AIBL’s annual
business plan competition with an idea they had to create a campus
food bank.

“It got to be so successful they opened it up
to the entire reservation,” said AIBL Executive
Director Prairie Bighorn-Blount. “I think that
really highlights the caring compassion of AIBL
members, addressing how we can use business
to find a solution to this problem.”
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CORE VALUES
Mandate

Our Foundation was created from
the fruits of the free enterprise
system, operating in a free and
democratic society. We believe
that the free market system is
the best in the world, but we
recognize that some people fail
to benefit fully from the system
through no fault of their own. It is
these people that the Foundation
seeks to assist. Particularly, our
mandate is to serve the disabled
and those people who are
disadvantaged because of their
social or economic circumstances.

Education

We have chosen education
because we believe that it is the
best means to empower people
to become more independent
and to participate more fully in
the benefits of our society.

Strategy

Our responsibility is to execute
the Foundation’s core education
programs effectively and to
develop new ones. We realize that
our resources are limited and, in
order to be most effective, we
must concentrate our efforts.
We must also constantly reevaluate
and
improve
our
programing, and change or
replace non-core programs when
we find alternatives offering a
better combination of value and
effectiveness.
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Programs

To maximize the impact of our new
programs, we feel an obligation to
do more than provide scholarship
aid to needy individuals. We
also seek to identify niche areas
which may have been overlooked
or
underfunded
by
other
educational foundations. We seek
ways to amplify the impact of our
programs through cooperation
with other organizations.

Partnership

We realize that our programs
are, at best, a catalyst. The
people we seek to assist and the
organizations that serve them do
the real work of change and are
usually the best source of ideas for
new program initiatives. We look
to them to help us understand
how to make our work more
effective, and whenever we can
usefully do so, we engage them as
partners.

Risk Taking

Just as the free market system
fosters
progress
through
innovation, the Foundation hopes
to employ innovative programs
to achieve its goals. Cognizant of
the fact that innovation always
carries with it the risk of failure,
we will proceed only after careful
evaluation and will monitor our
programs closely as they progress.

Stewardship

The Foundation is intended to
be a perpetual body, and it is our
responsibility to improve it with
each succeeding generation. We
attempt to do this by creative
programing, vigilant oversight of
existing programs, and careful
nurturing of our organization
and its financial assets. The
Foundation seeks to grow its
assets over the long term by
achieving at least an annual rate
of return of 5% plus the annual
inflation rate.
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
WWW.JSF.BZ
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www.facebook.com/johnsonscholarships

www.jsf.bz

www.twitter.com/JohnsonScholar

www.linkedin.com/company/
johnson-scholarship-foundation

505 South Flagler Drive
Suite 810
West Palm Beach, Florida 33401
Phone 561.659.2005
Fax 561.659.1054

